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Abstract

Once a router changes its topological attachment to
the Internet, end-hosts attached to the subnetwork be-
hind the router become temporarily unreachable. As
a result, the end-hosts cannot sustain their connections
without some kind of mobility support. To mitigate this
problem, several existing approaches apply end-host
mobility protocols to network mobility issues. How-
ever, the currently proposed approaches implement tri-
angular routing without scalable support for nested
mobile networks. They also suffer from packet size
overhead, caused by extra tunneling headers.

In this paper, we present a scalable and secure net-
work mobility infrastructure based on the Host Identity
Protocol (HIP). We use public-key based host identi-
fiers to delegate mobility signaling rights from end-
hosts to mobile routers. As a result, we obtain a net-
work mobility infrastructure supporting IPsec, route
and signaling optimization, and nested mobile net-
works.
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1 Introduction

Our secure network mobility approach is based on
the Host Identity Protocol (HIP)[6] and its public-key
based name space. Each host, including mobile hosts
(MHs) and mobile routers (MRs)[4], is identified with
a cryptographic host identifier (HI) [6]. A locator,
i.e., an IP address, defines the topological point-of-
attachment of HI to the network. As a result, the end-
to-end transport layer connections are bound to HIs, in-
stead of IP addresses. Furthermore, the HIs are dynam-
ically bound to locators at a new logical layer between
the transport and IP layers. The dynamic one-to-many
binding between HIs and locators provides simultane-
ously mobility and multi-homing properties both for
MHs and MRs. In our architecture, mobile routers are
authorized by mobile hosts to update the binding be-
tween mobile hosts’ HIs and their locators at the peer
hosts.

In our approach, HI enabled Network Address
Translation (NAT) solves the address assignment prob-
lems related to nested mobile networks. The HI en-
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abled NAT translated IP addresses and acts as a router
for HIs. As IPsec is used, the IPsec Security Param-
eter Index (SPI) values work as indices for HIs. A
mobile router learns the SPIs together with the HIs
during the initial end-to-end key exchange or from
any subsequent mobility signaling [12]. In practice,
each mobile router implements SPI multiplexed NAT
(SPINAT)[13], working like a NAPT[7], but for SPI
values. 1

2 Signaling Delegation Infrastructure

Each MR implements four different functionalities;
acting as an access router, a SPINAT device [13], a
micro-mobility anchor point[12], and a mobility sig-
naling proxy for MHs and other nested MRs. The ad-
dress assignment is a key issue when trying to obtain
fast hand-offs and scalable nested mobile networks.
Therefore, SPINAT plays a key role in our architec-
ture. However, the biggest optimization is obtained
with the signaling proxy functionality[8] that minimize
the signaling traffic over the air and offers route opti-
mization functionality between the mobile routers and
end-hosts.

2.1 Address Assignment

Once a MH attaches to a mobile network, the MR as-
signs a local unicast address [9] to the MH. The MH
and MR learn the HIs of each other during an en-
hanced Secure Neighbor Discovery[10] exchange or
DHCP(v6)[11] lease 2. The MH may delegate mobil-
ity signaling rights to the MR already during this link
local exchange.

In the nested MR moving network case, each MR
works as an access router for another MR in the hier-
archy. The MR hides network mobility from the MHs
and other nested MRs attached to its local link. Once
the MR makes a hand-off, it takes care about the mobil-
ity signaling on behalf of the MHs and MRs attached to
it. From the MH point of view, the MR works also as a
Mobile Anchor Point (MAP) hiding the micro-mobility
from the peers [12].

1The security considerations of SPINAT are discussed in [13].
2The exact definitions of HI enhanced link local exchanges are

out of this paper’s scope.
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Figure 1: Signaling delegation.

2.2 Signaling Proxy

The signaling delegation is based on the Simple Public
Key Infrastructure (SPKI) that defines an authorization
mechanism between public-key pairs. An authoriza-
tion certificate consists of the following five-tuple:

< Issuer, Subject, Delegation, Tag, Lifetime >

In our approach, HIs name the issuer and the sub-
ject. In the network mobility case the subject is also
called a signaling proxy. The MH delegates mobility
signaling rights to the MR. In most cases, the issuer
also allows the subject to further delegate the rights.
Therefore, in the nested MR case, a MR may delegate
signaling rights to another MR connected to the Inter-
net, as illustrated in Figure 1. Finally, the edge MR
may even delegate the signaling rights to a signaling
proxy locating in the Internet.

The architecture defines a single authorization tag,
i.e., an update tag, allowing the subject to send address
binding updates on behalf of the issuer. The lifetime
of the certificate is the expected stay of the issuer at
the current location. The latest certificate signed by the
issuer revocates all the earlier signed certificates by the
same issuer. In this way, the peer host only accepts
messages with the latest timestamp.

Each MH in the mobile network authorizes its ac-
cess router to send address binding updates to the peer
hosts. After the initial authorization, it is enough that
the the signaling proxy sends a single address bind-
ing update per peer host. This is an important opti-
mization, because several MHs may be connected to
the same peer host. If the edge MR has delegated the
signaling rights to a Mobile Anchor Point (MAP)[12]
in the Internet, the saving in the over-the-air signaling
is enormous. Basically, it is enough that after the ini-
tial authorization exchange the edge MR sends a single
message to the signaling proxy in the core network that
takes care of sending the address binding updates to the
peer hosts.

3 Conclusions

We have shortly presented a secure NEMO like archi-
tecture protecting hosts from attacks presented by Aura
et.al. in [5]. The solution reduces the amount of over-
the-air signaling in the mobile network and between
the mobile network and the Internet. The signaling op-
timization is based on the signaling rights delegation
between hosts using public key based host identifiers.
A signaling proxy may send address binding updates
to the peer host on behalf of its clients. The signal-
ing proxy may locate at the mobile router or in some
micro-mobility supporting node in the Internet. The
packets are routed directly between the mobile router
and the peer hosts. The architecture supports also
nested mobile networks by implementing overlay rout-
ing for HIs with SPINAT functionality. Interested read-
ers may look at related work, including Delegation-
Oriented Architecture (DOA)[1] and network mobility
work, e.g., [4][2][3].
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